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ABSTRACT:
This document provides users' information for a computer code, MOD-5,
which calculates the time and energy dependent evolution of the neutron
density in homogeneous media following initiation of a pulsed neutron
source of arbitrary energy distribution. The code is based on a discrete
stochastic model of the neutron slowing down process developed by the
author. Copies of the code and associated computer software are
available through the Argonne Code Center, Argonne National Laboratory,
9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, Illinois 60439
.
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MOD-5 is a FORTRAN IV computer code utilizing a discrete stochastic
model to obtain numberical solutions to the space independent neutron
slowing down equation. The nucleus of the model is a "population vector"
whose components are defined over a set of discrete energy states and
specify the fraction of the total neutron population lying in a given state
at a given time. The population vector may be advanced forward in
discrete time steps by multiplication into a suitably designed one-step
transition matrix. The method is rather similar to models devised by
Perkel (1) and by Ohanian and Daitch (2) but has several unique features
which greatly extend the capability of this approach.
Detailed discussions of the model may be found in two papers which
have been included in this report (3,4) as Appendicies A and B, and the
reader is urged to be thoroughly familiar with these before attempting to
use MOD-5 „ Some useful information is also available in a doctoral
dissertation based on this model (5), however many significant changes
have been made since the dissertation was completed.
Specifics of the model will not be examined further here This report
is concerned only with providing technical information (a) about the
structure and operation of the code, and (b) the mechanics of setting up
typical problems for analysis by MOD-5.
Classes of Problems that May be Studied with MOD-5
MOD-5 evaluates numerical representation of time and energy
dependent solutions of the slowing down equation following initiation of
some sort of pulsed source. In its present configuration the following
source conditions are available in MOD-5:
(a) Delta function in energy, delta function in time.
(b) Fission spectrum in energy, delta function in time.
(c) Arbitrary energy spectrum, delta function in time.
(d) Delta function in energy, uniform distribution over some
small time interval.
A variety of functions and parameters are calculated by MOD-5. Among
the more important are:
(a) Spectra (lethargy dependent neutron density) and energy moments
at selected times following initiation of the source
„
(b) Time dependent neutron density and slowing down density at
selected energies and time moments of these densities,
(c) Time dependent distributions of times to capture, leakage, and
first fission, and moments of these distributions,
(d) Steady state central core neutron flux and leakage flux in
detail and group averaged form, and




Organization of the Program
MOD-5 consists of a control program MAIN and 20 subroutines of
which all but one (GETIT) are called from MAIN. The flow of control is
shown schematically in Figure 1 and a complete listing may be found in
Appendix F. A description of the function of each subroutine may be found
in Appendix E with elaborations in the comment cards included in the
program listing.
All input data enters via READ (on cards) or GETIT (disk or tape files
of cross sections). Subroutines STAWID through INCOND in the calling
sequence are concerned with processing cross sections and other data do
define state parameters, transfer coefficients p. . , and initialization of
i,J
the state vector. GENTIM selects appropriate transition matrix generating
times and operating time steps (6t and £t respectively in Eqs. 44-46 of
App. A). SQUARE and GENRAT work together in a DO loop to generate a
stepping matrix defined for At. AMULT multiplies the population vector
into the stepping matrix to produce a new population vector defined for a
time one step later.
After AMULT is called MAIN performs a series of operations to
determine the progress of the neutron density , and selects one of several
paths in the control sequence. If the desired number of operating iterations
(multiplications of the population vector into the transition matrix) has been
completed, or if at least 99% of the population lies below the energy range
of interest or in capture, fission or leakage states, the evolution of the
population vector is terminated and control goes to a series of routines
that process the data for output listing (NORMAL-OUT PUT) . Otherwise





















































































(a) If the real operating matrix does not lie at the bottom of the
virtual operating matrix (See App. B and C for definitions of
these terms) the real matrix is evaluated to see whether it should
be moved downward in energy. This shift is performed if a
fraction SCRIT of the total population has been slowed down below
the lower energy boundary of the real matrix In this event the
new position and size of the matrix is determined and then control
is transferred to statement 2 in MAIN.
(b) Next MAIN tests to see whether the operating time step should be
doubled to compensate for decreasing collision rates as the pop-
ulation moves downward in energy. If it is to be doubled the
matrix is squared by SQUARE. At this point new rows can be
added to an incomplete matrix by GENRAT if the probability for a
collision in At for each row (vE At) exceeds CRIT (DEFAULT
value 0.001)
(c) If the matrix is not shifted downward in energy, control is finally
returned to AMULT for another operating iteration on the
population vector.
II USERS INFORMATION
Restrictions on Com plexity of the Problem
Almost all of the variables in MOD-5 have been included in a
COMMON block. The list below reflects the restrictions imposed by the
COMMON block that appears in the program listing in Appendix F. The
program has been adapted to handle up to 701 virtual states and 201 real
states in a problem with a single isotope simply by replacing the existing
COMMON blocks with an appropriately modified form.
Max. number of isotopes 5
Max. number of real energy states 71
Max number of virtual energy states 201
Max. number of broad groups for input
cross sections 26
Max. number of time steps 400
Max. number of time moments 21
Max. number of groups from which inelastic 10
scattering can take place
Running Time
On the IBM 360 the execution time in seconds is given approximately by
the formula
t = o 004 N N + 10
v
where N is the number of real states and N is the number of virtual states
v
Basic Data Deck Format
The input data to MOD-5 requires a minimum of 6 data cards.
CARDS 1-3 Provide for a title block. FORMAT 18A4
CARD 4 A listing of initial values of the control variable L
(Appendix D) . Note that column 4 (L(2)) must always
10
have a "1" punch and column 24 (L(12)) must always
have a "0" punch. FORMAT 3012
CARD 5 A listing of numbers locating the desired isotopes in
the external cross section file. The isotopes may be
listed in any order at input but will be rearranged by
subroutine READ in order of increasing atomic mass
(exception: hydrogen is always placed last in the list).
FORMAT 515




A list of the variables that can be
read in under NUMBRS can be found in the listing of
subroutine READ. DEFAULT values of these variables
may be found in the Glossary (Appendix C) or in READ.
Note that the position of values assigned to such
variables as RHO, SCALE, (i.e. all variables for which
one dimension specifies the isotope) must be determined
by the order of the isotope numbers on CARD 5 .
Cross Sections
MOD- 5 has been provided with a library of the Russian 26 group cross
section set (6). Cross sections, inelastic scattering transfer matrices , and
300°K resonance self shielding coefficients are included for the 40 isotopes
and 3 fission fragment sets listed below. The cross sections presumably
will be stored by the user on disk or tape and are retrieved by subroutine
GET IT. The numbers below are used on CARD 5 to specify the desired cross
section sets. Auxiliary program SLOAD (Appendix G) should be used to
load the external files in the correct format.
11
1. hydrogen 15. potassium 29. lead
2. deuterium 16. calcium 30. bismuth
3. lithium-6 17. titanium 31. thorium-232
4. lithium-7 18. vanadium 32. U-233
5. beryllium 19. chromium 33. U-234
6. boron- 10 20. iron 34. U-235
7. boron- 1
1
21. nickel 35„ U-236
8. carbon 22. copper 36. U-238
9. nitrogen 23. zirconium 37. Pu-239
10. oxygen 24. niobium 38. Pu-240
11. sodium 25. molybdenum 39. Pu-241
12. magnisium 26. tantalum 40. Pu-242
13. aluminum 27. tungsten 41. U-233 Fiss. Frags.
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because N=NVIR (CARD 6)
because it is desired to study the
time dependence of the neutron
density at E(NM)
The state widths will be chosen
to provide an optimal description
of elastic scattering. See descrip-
tion of STAWID in App. F.

























A listing of the time dependent
neutron density at EII(NM) and slowing
down density at E(NM) will be printed
in OUTPUT.
Cross sections for carbon will be
retrieved from the external file. No
other isotopes are present,,
51 real states
51 virtual states
8 time moments will be evaluated
to orders listed in NMOM
Nominal mass density of graphite
(gm/cc)
Lowest energy of interest is 1.00
eV.
Cross sections from external files
are replaced with an idealized set
in which there is only elastic





Stawid is called (because L(6)=l)
and will optimize for scattering into
one lower energy state.
If necessary, the population vector
can be evaluated for 400 time steps
Normally user will not need to over-
ride DEFAULT values of CRIT OPCRIT,
SQCRIT, SCRIT and CONVC. The
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Comments:
CARD 4 L(3)=0 because N<NVIR / the real transition
matrix will follow the pulse as it












In this problem the evolution of the
neutron distribution from the source
is of special interest.
The source simulates a d(d / t)n
pulsed source with a delta-function
distribution in energy and a uniform
0.5 microsecond distribution in time
(specified on CARD 6)
Complementary to L(9)=l
In addition to printing interpolated
time distributions the program will
print DENS and SDENS at every
operating time step.
Same as Example 1
The distribution of neutrons following
an elastic collision spans two lower
energy states (optimized in STAWID)
With this many states the energy
range 2.46 MeV to 1.0 eV is spanned.
Increasing the values of these para-
meters increases the operating time
step widths proportionately. In this
problem MAXT=400 is not adequate
to allow a run to completion unless
OPCRIT and SQCRIT are increased.
Since L(4) = 0, E(l) must be specified
or a DEFAULT value of 10.5 MeV will
be assigned.
The DEFAULT option for cross sections is to load from the external
file.
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This problem analyzes various time dependent processes in a fast















£(1) must be specified, in this case
a DEFAULT value of 10.5 MeV will be
used since no other value is specified
in NUMBRS (10.5 MeV is the upper
energy limit of the 26 group cross
section set)
.
STAWID is not called. Should L(6)=l
STAWID would be called and the state
structure would be optimized for the
isotope of smallest mass (generally
also of the greatest moderating power)
By DEFAULT a fission spectrum source,
delta funccion in time, will be
defined.
This will be redefined to L(12)=l in
subroutine XSECT because there are
inelastic scattering isotopes present.
The first isotope on the input data
set is number 34 in the external file
(U-235), the second is number 36
(U-238), etc. READ will rearrange
these in ascending numerical order.
Four isotopes in the system
Two of the isotopes are fissionable
The density of U-235 is 2.622 gm/cc,
of U-238 is 3.016 gm/cc, etc. These
numbers appear in an order consistent
with the list on CARD 5 and will also
be rearranged by READ.
Geometric buckling
Because STAWID is not called, the
lethargy widths (or boundary values)
must be specified for all states.
IMPORTANT: For the user's convenience
the lethargy at input is specified to
log base 10 and then converted to base
e internally. Thus the specification
DU=0.05 provides 20 states per
decase Note that although the
state widths are uniform in these
examples they need not be in general.
DU(1)=0 and DU(N)=1.E06 by DEFAULT
always and need not be specified.
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SCALE(1)=26*0.1,
26*0.1,26*0.5 The mean lethargy increment per
elastic collision is less than the
state widths for U-235, U-238 and
iron. Scale factors of 0.1, 0.1,
and 0.5, respectively, ensure that
the energy distribution of scattered
neutrons extends into the next lower
energy state For aluminum the
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The task of making detailed neutronics calculations for
heavy moderating isotopes has always been a most difficult
problem for a variety of reasons. Consider, for instance,
the problem of calculating the time and energy (or lethargy)
dependent neutron density N(E,t) that develops in a homo-
geneous moderator during and following the introduction of
a source, S(E,t) in the MeV range. Monte Carlo techniques
are very impractical because of the large number of col-
lisions required per history. The usual multigroup step-
ping matrix techniques' are inapplicable for at least two
reasons: (a) inordinately large matrices are required when
collision energy losses are small and (b) scattering through
the inelastic region may take but a microsecond while
moderation to thermal energies may require times of the
order of a millisecond, thus making it virtually impossible
to choose a suitable time step upon which to define the
matrix.
Analytical techniques 2 ' 3 have been reasonably successful
in predicting the low energy or asymptotic shape of N(E,t)
but they are incapable of dealing with the complexity of
inelastic scattering, the effects of which carry over to
relatively low energies.
We have been able to overcome many of these difficulties
using our recently developed discrete stochastic model. 4
The model is similar in many respects to the usual time-
dependent multigroup theory in which a multigroup neutron
spectrum, represented here by a state vector s(t)
'A. K. GHATAK and H. C. HONECK, Nucl. Sci. Eng., 21. 227
(1965).
2R. E. MARSHAK, Rev. Mod. Phys., 19, 185 (1947).
3
A. A. BERGMAN et al., Proc First Intern. Conf. Peaceful
Uses At. Energy, 4, 135 (1955).
4
T. J. WILLIAMSON and R. W. ALBRECHT. Nucl. Sci. Eng.,
J7. 41 (1969).
S K. H. BECKURTS and K. WIRTZ, Neutron Physics, p. 174,
jpringer-Verlag, New York (1964).
s(t) = [Si(t),S2(t), ...,] (1)
is stepped forward in time by repeated multiplication into
a stepping matrix PA(
S{t + At) = S(t) PA/ , (2)
where the elements P,,,(A<) of P\, are probabilities for
transition between groups i and j during the interval At, and
Si(t) is the population of group i. The new model differs
from multigroup theory in the method of calculating transi-
tion probabilities and in the use of a well-known result of
the theory of Markov processes which allows the stepping
interval to be conveniently increased
nA; (P^f (3)
Equation (3) provides a mechanism for the generation of a
stepping matrix with transition probabilities of consistent
accuracy for any step and energy range.
A requirement for maximum accuracy in multigroup
calculations of elastic scattering processes is that the
groups be small enough to allow neutrons to scatter from
the mean scattering energy in one group to the smallest
energy of the next lower group. For moderating isotopes
with mass A ~200 this requires at least 160 groups per
decade in energy. Unfortunately, on most computers a
stepping matrix of dimension 200 x 200 represents a
practical upper limit (both in terms of computation time
and storage requirements) while typical slowing down
problems span four or more decades.
We have circumvented this restriction by allowing the
stepping matrix to cover only that region of energy occupied
by the neutron population at a given instant. It is a well-
known result of collision theory5 that with purely elastic
scattering the asymptotic energy distribution of moderating
neutrons is nearly Gaussian with a dispersion (relative
standard deviation) no larger than
-(E»\ '-* 2-11/2 / „ \l/2
"PVT-CdJ (4)
where AL is the atomic mass of the lightest isotope present.
As the neutron population moves downward in energy
following a short burst from the source, we allow the
matrix to move with it using the previously mentioned
technique to generate new rows of transition probabilities
at the bottom of the matrix, and to increase time steps as
appropriate (Fig. t). In the calculation described below, a
real matrix of dimension 200 x 200 was carried down the
diagonal of a "virtual" (elements not stored in computer)
matrix of dimension 700 x 700.
To reduce calculation times we have used the fact that
in the elastic scattering region, transition probabilities
decrease geometrically along a row moving away from the
diagonal. As a result, for almost any useful time step and
any moderator with A > 10, the transition probability
97A
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Fig. 1. Scheme for allowing transition matrix to follow neutron
population.
Pi,j(At) becomes vanishingly small (say < 10" 6 ) if; > i +
10. Thus, when calculations are being performed it is
unnecessary to include transitions to a state j from any
state i that is more than 10 states above j.
Application of our model does require two important
compromises. The lesser of the two is the assumption of a
normal mode space dependence. This is somewhat justified
by the long mean -free -paths characteristic of heavy mod-
erators. The more important compromise is made neces-
sary because of the cooperative effect of inelastic
scattering and time distributed sources in dispersing the
neutron distribution. Inelastic scattering alone will cause
neutrons from a 14 MeV source to be spread out to below
100 keV within a few nanoseconds. Once they are below the
inelastic threshold the neutrons lose energy far more
slowly and the narrow asymptotic shape is developed after
a few collisions. However, because of the initial dispersal
of neutrons over the broad inelastic region it is impossible
to provide a matrix large enough to treat elastic scattering
properly. Instead a few relatively broad groups must be
used to span the energy region in which inelastic scattering
reactions are the dominant moderating process. Within
this region the elastic scattering kernel is adjusted by a
scaling process that has been described elsewhere. 4 We
have found that scaling tends to artificially disperse the
energy distribution without significantly altering the mean
energy. Since the inelastic kernel overwhelmingly domi-
nates the shape of the distribution, scaling of elastic cross
sections introduces only very minor errors.
As an example of the application of the model to heavy
moderators we have chosen to study the lead slowing down
spectrometer. Such devices have been in use for several
years, in Russia, in Germany, ' and elsewhere. Lead
spectrometers usually have a simple configuration such as
a large lead cube resting on a concrete pedestal and pene-
trated by a 14 MeV pulsed neutron source and a small
sample channel. If the source pulses are of short duration
the neutrons will eventually develop a relatively narrow
distribution in energy and the mean energy of the distribu-
tion can be easily related to elapsed time. By observing the
time dependence of the emission of capture gammas from
the sample being studied one can deduce the energy de-
pendence of cross sections. Popov and others have made a
number of studies of (n,y) cross sections by this means. 8 " 11
More recently, there has been active study of temperature
effects on the energy dependence of (w,y) cross sections of
various fast reactor materials. 7 Such studies are consid-
ered a necessary adjunct to the analysis of integral Doppler
experiments and the theoretical analyses of uncertainties
in nuclear data.
Two physical properties of a given spectrometer must
be known before it is possible to extract cross sections
from reaction rates and determine the accuracy of the
estimates.
First it is necessary to know the mean energy of the
neutrons as a function of the time elapsed from initiation of
the neutron burst. It is easy to show that with a source
that is a 6-function in time and velocity, and with a purely
scattering medium of atomic mass A and scattering cross





(EXt)) =^Vt / T-TT- , (5)2Z,
(' +^k)
where v is the source neutron velocity and MN is the
neutron mass. Although the above result is based on a
highly idealized model, our calculations have shown that it
works very well over the entire energy range below the
inelastic threshold. With realistic source burst widths of
up to 4 /isec the formula has been found to be satisfactory
if t is replaced by elapsed time from mean emission time.
A far more difficult problem is posed by the desire to
know something about the energy or lethargy distribution of
the neutrons as time elapses. For most purposes it is
sufficient to determine the relative standard deviation in
energy (also commonly referred to as dispersion, or
resolution) of N(E,t) as a function of either the mean energy
or the elapsed time. Clearly this parameter will determine
the energy resolution of measured cross sections. Seufert
and Stegemann7 have concluded that for their Doppler
measurements it is necessary that




D s is the mean level spacing, rr is the gamma width
resonances, and D is the dispersion of the neutrons
6
H. SEUFERT, "Untersuchung des Dopplereffektes in schnellen
Neutronenspektren nach neuen experimentellen Methoden," Disser-
tation, Karlsruhe (1968).
7 H. SEUFERT and D. STEGEMANN, Institute fur Neutronen-
physik und Reaktortechnik, KFK-631, Kernforschungszentrum,
Karlsruhe (1967).
8
A. I. ISAKOV, YU. P. POPOV, and F. L. SHAPIRO, J. Exptl.
Tkeor. Phys., (USSR), 38, 989 (1960).
9
N. T. KASHUKEEV, YU. P. POPOV, and F. L. SHAPIRO, J.
Nucl. Energy, 14, 76 (1961).
""YU. P. POPOV and F. L. SHAPIRO. Sov. Phys. JETP, 15, 683
(1962).
"S. A. ROMANOV and F. L. SHAPIRO, Sov. J. Nucl. Phys., 1, 2,
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Our calculations have employed the 26 -group ABN
cross -section set 12 with an additional group added to cover
the region from 10.5 to 14 MeV. The few resonances that
occur in lead were ignored since they will not affect dis-
persion calculations significantly. The broad group cross
sections were distributed over a fine group structure con-
sisting of about 14 groups per decade above 300 keV and
about 159 groups per decade below 300 keV. A geometric
buckling of B2 = 0.000558 corresponds to the physical
dimensions of a large spectrometer (2.3 m on a side) but
ignores such complications as the albedo of the concrete
pedestal it sits on.
Output from the calculations consisted of (a) the neutron
density in lethargy N(u,t) and the relative standard devia-
tion in energy and velocity at selected times following the
initiation of the source, (b) time-dependent capture and
leakage rates, and (c) steady-state flux.
The calculation was terminated when the neutrons
reached 20 eV, at which point 75.7% had been lost to leak-
age, 12.2% had been captured in the lead and 12.1% were
still slowing down.
Figure 2 displays the calculated lethargy -dependent
neutron densities following source pulses of 0, 1, 2, and 4
U L. P. ABAGYAN, N. O. BAZAZYANTS, I. I. BONDARENKO,
and M. N. NIKOLAEV, Group Constants for Nuclear Reactor
Calculations, Consultants Bureau, New York (19C4).
usee duration. Certain features of these figures are worth
noting:
1. In Fig. 2a the structure and boundaries of the cross-
section set are quite apparent. At 2 and 8 nsec the spec-
trum is almost completely determined by inelastic transfer
from the source group.
2. In Figs. 2c and 2d a steady -state situation exists
above 200 keV at the time the source is turned off.
3. A striking feature in all four cases is the rapidity
with which a Gaussian shape is achieved by the population
below 100 keV.
4. An estimate of the relative widths of the distributions
at a given time is provided by the heights of the curves.
Since the areas under the curves should be about the same
at a given time (presuming the source is off) the width of
the curve, or equivalently D, will vary inversely as the
height. Thus at 50 usee the distribution from a 4 usee
source is about 20% broader than that from a 1 usee
source.
A more complete description of the resolution of the
pulses as a function of energy and elapsed time is given in
Fig. 3. Here the abscissa is actually the ratio of D to its
asymptotic value.
On the same figure we have plotted for comparison the
Lethargy
















Fig. 2. The function N{u,t) for source burst widths of 0, 1, 2, and 4 microseconds. Normalized to one source neutron at 14 MeV.
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10' 10' 10* 10'
Mean Neutron Energy feV)
Fig. 3. Ratio of true to asymptotic value of relative standard
deviation of N(E,t) as a function of source burst width, mean
energy, and time elapsed from initiation of source burst.
prediction given by Bergmann et al. 3 (source time unspeci-
fied) and by Seufert for a 1.5 Msec source. Our results
clearly provide a more optimistic estimate of the resolu-
tion of the spectrometer. Seufert's results are based on a
model first proposed by Bergmann who suggested that the
relative standard deviation in velocity ought to obey the
following equation below 100 keV :
where (E) is the mean energy, E = 100 keV and the con-
stant D was estimated to be ~0.3. The theoretical basis
for this expression is obscure. In fact, in light of recently
developed expressions for the lethargy dependence of
velocity moments we would expect a better formulation to
be a power series in ^—
however, the following expression provides results that
compare well with calculations:
.1/2
As a useful approximation
a Our numerical calculations have shown that the following
relation seems to hold true at all energies:
2 2 „2 _ 2
<v > - <v> <E > - <E
>
<v >' <E >2
_2_ _8_
3,4
The two quantities differ by no more than 5% above 100 keV and by
less than 1% below 100 keV. So far, we have not obtained analytical
verification of the result.
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Fig. 4. Time dependence of leakage and capture for and
a sec sources.
[-^r-i*-«.«rr.
where, again, E = 100 keV, but D is ~0.07 for sourc
widths of less than 1 usee. The much smaller value of L
is a consequence of the very rapid focusing of the distribu
tion below the inelastic threshold, a fact that is certainl
not intuitively obvious.
In practical applications of the spectrometer one of th
overriding factors is the existence of background radiatior
mainly from capture gammas produced in the lead. I
Fig. 4 the specific capture rate following and 4 /use
bursts has been plotted. Consistent with reports of experi
menters, a high background should persist for up to 5 use
following the burst.
In closing, it should be noted that certain errors ar
inherent in the calculation and these are summarized belov
In a previous paper 4 it was shown that generally multi
group calculated dispersions will be larger than the tru
values. With the optimized stochastic model D is about 5C
too large at all energies; however, this error cancels ou
almost completely in the ratios plotted in Fig. 3.
The leakage rates in Fig. 4 are probably pessimisticall
large early in the history of the pulse. This is becaus
neutrons are actually born near the center of the cub
rather than in a fundamental mode. Clearly a neutron bor
at the center has a smaller probability for leakage durin
its lifetime than one born elsewhere. Because of the over
estimate of leakage we would expect that the distribution i
Fig. 2 should properly have slightly greater amplitude.
APPENDIX C




1 . Numbers in parenthesis reference equations and Figures in the paper
by Williamson and Albrecht (Appendix A).
2. If a variable does not appear in the common block the subroutine in
which it does appear is given.
3. Jargon:
a) Group - A broad energy group as defined by cross section
sets such as ABN
b) State - A fine "group" whose cross sections are typically
drawn from the broad group set in which it lies .
c) Operating Iteration - The process of multiplying the state
vector into the one step transition matrix which
is thus called the "operating matrix (array)"
d) Generating Matrix - The matrix, typically defined for a very
short time step, from which the operating matrix
is derived by a sequence of squaring operations.
e) Real Matrix - The matrix of transition probabilities stored
in core
f) Virtual Matrix - The actual matrix of transition probabilities
this may be substantially larger than the Real Matrix
but is not stored in core. For an explanation of the
relationships between real and virtual matrices see
the paper "Calculations of Neutron Time-Energy
Distributions . „ . "
4. * Denotes variables which may be listed at input but for which default
parameters have been defined in READ
5. ** Denotes variables which must be defined by the input data set and
for which no meaningful default values are assigned.
























Total population outside real array






A, atomic mass of isotope k
NMOM(i)-th time moment of distribution
Mean cosine of scattering angle for isotope m
in state i (DEFAULT . 0)
Group average cosine, group k, isotope m
Average neutron yield of fissions in state i
Name of isotope m
Steady state fundamental mode flux in group k
Steady state leakage flux in group k
Buckling, B
2 (DEFAULT 0„0)
Neutron capture rate at time n
Average fundamental mode energy in steady state
Convergence criteria for iterative calculation of
optimized state widths in STAWID (DEFAULT
0.00001)
NMOM(i)-th time moment corrected by extra-
polation
Row generating criteria (45) (DEFAULT 0,001)
Average energy of leakage spectrum neutrons
2
Leakage cross section, DB , in state i





















Generating time 6t (46)
Energy width of state i, E(i-1) - E(i)
Energy width of group k
Neutron density in state NVM at time n
Interpolated time distribution at time n
Raw time distribution at time n
Stepping time after m-1 squarings of the ones
step matrix, DT(m) = DTU)^™" 1
Time step for interpolated distributions
Time step width at time n
U(i-l) - U(i), Lethargy width of state i (DEFAULT
DU(l)=0 o 0, DU(N)=1.0 E 06)
Lethargy width of group k
V(i-1) - V(i), velocity width of state i
Lower energy limit of state i (DEFAULT E(l)=10 o 5
E 06)
Lower energy limit of group k
k „ with extrapolation correction
eff
U/E)" 1 (A5, A7)
E for isotope m, redefined for each state
Difference between exact and calculated values
of NMOM(i)-th moment of density and slowing
down density in state NVM






















Exact value of NMOM(i)-th moment of density
or slowing down density „ Based on predictions
of Eriksson (ref . 3) and Kosaly and Nemeth
for asymtotic distributions in single
isotope systems with constant cross sections
,
Fission rate at time n
Correction factor for flux in state i
Neutron flux (fundamental mode) in state i
Free storage, not used in basic program
Mean Collision rate per neutron in state i (y r
in Eq B6)
±
Probability that a neutron scattering from isotope,
m with initial energy in group k will end up in
group 1„ (DEFAULT 0.0)
General purpose indices
Leakage rate at time n
n in Eq„ 46
State number locating the peak of the neutron
distribution
Do loop indices (unused in current version of
MOD-5)
The number of rows in the matrix that have been
defined
Number of the next row to be defined
Logical control variable (Appendix D)
















Maximum number of states in real matrix,
including absorbing states (DEFAULT 7 4)
Maximum number of operating time steps allowed
by dimensions in common block. (DEFAULT 400)
Maximum number of states in virtual matrix
(including absorbing states) (DEFAULT 204)
Number of energy states in real matrix, index of
bottom energy state which is used to absorb all
neutrons slowing down below lowest energy of
interest (DEFAULT 71)
An internally generated index for the external
cross section file being read (READ, GET IT)
Number of cross section sets that may be held
in common (defined in READ, must be
redefined if common block dimensions are
changed. Value in existing program is ND-5)
Number of fissionable isotopes (DEFAULT 0)
Index of group to which state j (virtual index)
belongs - if NG(j) = state j straddles the
boundary between two groups
.
Number of broad groups in cross section library
(external file) (DEFAULT 2 6)
Number of isotopes in problem being executed
(DEFAULT 1)
Number of non-hydrogen isotopes (TRAN)
Number of time steps in interpolated output
Number of active energy states in real matrix,
NM = N - 1
NMO*
NMOM(j)'
Number of time moments to be evaluated
(DEFAULT 2)
Listing of order of time moments to be evaluated










Index of lowest energy state lying completely
within group k
Index of external data set (cross sections) to be
retrieved by GET IT
Index specifying the position of isotope n in the
external data files. If NOLIST(1)=0 in primary
data set (cards) the external data files (tape or
disc) are not read.
Number of isotopes in external data file (tape
or disc). This parameter is defined in READ
(ftn) 14) and must be updated if the external
data set is expanded or contracted
Normalization constant
N+l, Index of the absorbing state (real matrix)
used for captured neutrons
N+2 , Index of the absorbing state (real matrix)
used for neutrons that have leaked from the system
N+3, Index of the absorbing state (real matrix)
used for neutrons that have caused fission
NSCAT*
NT
Used in connection with STAWID to define the
number of lower energy states spanned by the
distribution of scattered neutrons from a given
state (Fig. 3) (DEFAULT 1)
Maximum number of time steps allowed for problem
in execution (must be < MAXT)
NTIME
NTITLE
Running index of time





The number of virtual states above real state






Number of energy states in virtual matrix -
index of absorbing state for neutrons that have
slowed below the energy range of interest
(DEFAULT 71)
NVIR-1




Operating criteria - ratio of first operating time
step to mean collision time at peak of source
distribution when the matrix is generated
(DEFAULT o 4)
Transition probability matrix (10-15) - the lower
triangular portion of this array is used for storage










Population vectors at times n and n+1 respec-
tively - Defined over the range of the real
matrix
Population vector for the complete state set
(Virtual matrix) - an accounting vector used to
keep track of population lost when the real
matrix is shifted down the state structure.
(DEFAULT 0.0)
For some state i, the probability of the occurrence




Mass density of isotope m
Nuclear density of isotope m times 10
-24
Resonance self shielding correction factors,
1-fission, 2-capture, 3-total, 4-elastic
Average number of collisions before a neutron














Relative standard deviation of time distributions
(58)
Relative standard deviation of time distributions
calculated from asymptotic formulae
Percent difference of computed relative standard
deviation with respect to asymptotic value
Resonance self shielding coefficients (ABN)
(DEFAULT l o 0)
i = group index
j = index defining value of a
1 - barns
2 - 1 barn
3 - 10 barns
4 - 100 barns
5 - 1000 barns
6 - £ 10000 barns





m = isotope index
Resonance self shielding parameter cr on
page 44 of ABN (Ref . 6)
t,n
Scale factor for isotope m in group k (21,26)
(DEFAULT 1.0)
Criteria for determining the fraction of an
existing neutron distribution that is bypassed
when the real matrix is shifted downward in
energy (DEFAULT 0.001)
Slowing down density at time n and energy
E(NVM)






















Capture, elastic scattering, fission, and
inelastic scattering cross sections for isotope
m in state i (divided by SIGT(i) after XSECT)
Total and transport cross sections in state i
Capture, elastic scattering, fission, inelastic
scattering and total cross sections for isotope
m in group k
First factor on right side of Eq 36 - for isotope
m
Total and transport cross sections in group k
Matrix squaring criteria (DEFAULT 0.2)
Resonance self shielding parameter j f * on
page 44 of ABN ^'
n
Total fraction of the population that has been
bypassed by the real matrix as it moves down
in energy
Resonance self shielding parameter a on
page 42 of ABN °' 1
Time at time step n (DEFAULT TIM(l)=0 o 0)
|(TIM(n) + TIM(n+l))
Width of source pulse in time (DEFAULT 0.0)
Title block storage
Total neutron loss rate at time n
Upper lethargy boundary for state i (DEFAULT
U(l)=0 o 0)
51
V(i) Lower velocity boundary for state i
VII(i) Inverse of expectation on inverse scattering
velocity (as used in calculation of B6)




Note: The integer variable L provides 30 locations for variables which control
the sequence of operations performed by MOD-5 . L(l) through L(20)
are reserved for the operations listed below. L(21) through L(30)
remain unas signed and are available for the programmer's use. In
general, if L(n) = 1 the operation listed is carried out and if L(n) =
the operation is not carried out. Note that L(2) must always be
defined to be 1 in the problem data set and this fact is used in READ
(ftn 81,82) as a simple consistency check on the punched cards.
n IF(L(n)„EQ.l)
1 Set up run only, execution terminates after GENTIM
2 Problem initialization variable.
3 The real array is at the bottom of the virtual array „ L(3) = 1
initially if the real and virtual arrays have the same dimension,
i.e., if N = NVIR.
4 Define the state structure from E(NVM) upward. Default (0) value
assumes state structure is to be defined from E(l) downward.
5 On-line plot of distributions in lethargy at time determined in
AMULT.
6 Call STAWID to optimize state structure.
7 Call EXACT to calculate and print asymptotic time moments.
8 The source distribution in energy and the value of TlM(l) are
specified in the input data set. If TIM(l) is not specified
a default value of 0.0 seconds is assumed.
9 The source is to be monoenergetic (located in state 2) and
uniformly distributed in time for an interval given by the input
value of TIMWID.
10 There is fissionable material in the system
11 The source has a delta function distribution in time and energy.
All neutrons start in state 1
.
12 Inelastic scattering occurs. This variable must have an input
value of 0. If one or more rows of the variable H has non-zero
elements the program redefines L(12) = 1„
13 IF(L(5).EQ.l) plot distributions in lethargy as with L(5) = 1 but
at closer intervals as defined in AMULT.
14 Punch output
15 Print DENS and SDENS
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IF(L(n).EQ.l)
16 Print FISS, LEAK, CAPT, and TOTL
17 Print LEAK, CAPT, TOTL, DENS and SDENS
18 Write out detailed distributions (Interpolated distributions are
always written)
19 Disregard instructions to terminate on ROWSUM error (WRITE2)
XSECT defines L(19) = 1 when (n,2n) reactions take place.




DESCRIPTIONS OF SUBROUTINE FUNCTIONS
The MOD-5 package consists of a control program, MAIN, and 20
subroutines. MAIN is discussed in detail in Section I of this document.
The subroutines are briefly described below, Equations referenced are to






1) Multiplies state vector into the transition matrix
2) Evaluates fission, capture, leakage and total loss
rate at time NT; and density and slowing down density
in bottom energy group.
3) Determines whether the lethargy dependent neutron
density should be printed (punched) . This is done if
the current time step straddles a time 1x10 -n 2x10 -n
or 5x10" seconds where n is an integer. If L(13) = 1
the density in lethargy is also printed at times near
1.5, 3/ and 7xl0~n seconds.
(OPTIONAL ROUTINE) Calculates asymptotic values of
positive or negative moments of DENS to any order using
expressions quoted in Williams, The Slowing Down and
Thermalization of Neutrons , Chapter IX, Section II.
First and second positive moments of SDENS are calcu-
lated using results of Pal and Nemeth, Nukleonik , 1_, 5,
165 (1959).
Generates new rows of the transition matrix using Eqs. 14
and 15, after testing to see which rows satisfy Eq . 44 for
the time step in use
1) Determines the operating time step width from the values
of OPCRIT and the state decay constant at the state with
the greatest population „
2) Determines generating time and parameters each time a
new real transition probability array is generated. See
Eqs 44-46
„
Called from READ to retrieve isotope numbers, names and
masses, and the cross section set, from external files „
Data sets are read sequentially and discarded until the




1) Computes the average fission yield of neutrons in each
state using fission yield parameters in Abagayan, et al.
2) Defines the source vector if it is to be a delta function
or a fission spectrum
„
3) Normalizes the source spectrum.
Computes linearly interpolated values of time distributions
(fission rate, etc.) on a uniform time mesh of up to 2 00
points The first 20 points are spaced at -| the separation
of the remaining points.
LIBRAR
MODPLT
This routine is intended for use with the ABN 26 group
cross section library „ 26 group microscopic cross sections
are corrected for resonance self-shielding and converted
to macroscopic cross sections. These are then used to
define cross sections for each state with energy interval
weighted averages for those states lying on a group
boundary. The resonance self shielding coefficients are
interpolated linearly if cr < 1 and logarithmically if
cj > 1.
o
(OPTIONAL ROUTINE) Provides for on-line plotting of the
lethargy dependent neutron density with no correction for
non-uniformity of state widths
.
MOMENT 1) Computes up to 21 moments of time distributions.
2) Computes exponential extrapolation corrections to
the time distributions „
3) Computes multiplication constant.
4) Computes first energy moment of steady state core
and leakage fluxes
NORMAL Normalizes time dependent distributions and fluxes to unit
integral over time or lethargy
OUTPUT 1) Computes relative standard deviation of time distribu-
tions „
2) Computes 26 group flux.
3) Prints or punches final output data.
PARAM 1) Defines lethargy, energy, and velocity values for state
boundaries; and lethargy, energy and velocity widths
of each state „ May start from pre-determined lethargies
of state boundaries or lethargy widths of states „
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READ
2) Evaluates NG(i) to define group to which state i belongs.
3) Evaluates NNG(k) to specify index of lowest energy
state lying completely in group k.
1) Initializes parameters ND, NOMAX, MAXT, MAXR, MAXV,
NGR, and NTITLE which specify dimensionality of the
common block and the number of isotopes in the external
file.
2) Assigns DEFAULT values.
3) Re-orders isotopes in ascending mass order (Exception:
when present, hydrogen is always listed last by READ)
4) Reads all card input data
5) Provides parameter and vector initial values,,
SQUARE
STAWID
Squares the transition matrix. Elements of the newly
squared matrix are stored in their transposed position
(lower triangular) in the matrix until the squaring process
has been completed. The elements are then transposed to
their normal position. SQUARE provides two squaring
routines , one for a matrix in which not all of the rows have
been defined, and one for a fully defined matrix.
(OPTIONAL ROUTINE) This routine is used to adjust the
lethargy width of the states to obtain optimal treatment
of elastic scattering,, (see Appendix A, pp. 45-46). To
employ this routine the user must define NSCAT, the number
of lower energy states into which neutrons are allowed
to scatter from a given state „ STAWID automatically
calculates an initial estimate of the desired lethargy width
and then iterates on this to refine the value.
TRAN
WRITE 1
This routine computes the transfer coefficient matrix (transi-
tion probabilities are assembled from these in GENRAT).
The model assumes constant cross sections across each
state „ The transfer coefficient array is computed in trans-
posed form so it may be stored in the lower triangular
portion of the matrix P(i,j)„ Transition probabilities are
stored in the upper triangular and diagonal elements of the
array Inter-state inelastic scattering transfer probabilities
are derived from the inelastic transfer matrices of the 2 6
group cross section set using energy interval weighting
„
Lists input and computed data for problem description. If
common block is altered such that ND (maximum number of
isotopes in system) exceeds 5 this subroutine will have to
be upda':^d„
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WRITE2 Lists state structure parameters and tests the transfer
coefficient array to see that probabilities along a row
(column in transposed form) sum to unity
XSECT 1) Macroscopic cross sections are divided by the total
cross section to normalize them for use in defining
transfer coefficients
,
2) The inelastic scattering array is tested for (n,2n)
reactions „
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APPENDIX H
EXAMPLES OF OUTPUT FROM MOD-5
Note: The listings that follow are incomplete and are intended only to
provide verification that the sample data decks have been properly
executed.
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